Compassionate Community Building:
The Role of the University
Spaces & Equipment
Meditation Room

Provides a space for students & faculty to gather.
Lets prospective students know that meditation
is something that the school values.

Walking Labyrinth

Institution:
1. A society or organization founded for a religious, educational,
social, or similar purpose.

A faculty group that meets bi-monthly in order to support
one another in practicing and learning more about mindfulness
and contemplative pedagogy.

Culture:
1. The sum total of ways of living built up by a group of human beings
and transmitted from one generation to another.

Mindfulness Club

What is the purpose of an institution?
- To create & preserve culture

We create Institutions

Then Institutions create us
Our relationship with our institutions
determines the quality of our culture

Meditation Cushions/Bolsters

Provides basic equipment to students interested in
trying a meditation practice or sustaining one.

Yoga Mats
Makes it possible for yoga classes to occur on a
consistent basis, or for individuals to practice by
themselves.

Slacklines
Allows students to rent out slacklines
and have access to another physically
meditative practice.

Contemplative Practice Learning Circle

2. An established law, practice, or custom.

Humans have a reciprocal relationship with Institutions

A centrally located reminder on campus and
an opportunity to practice walking meditation

Groups & Organizations

Culture fails when the outcomes
of our institutional policies don’t
reflect our value system
The Mindfulness in Education movement has arisen from
the need to correct institutional failures in our society
This poster is about the contemplative institutions that
The University of North Carolina at Asheville has adopted
in order to help us shift towards a more self-aware and
compassionate culture

A student organization at UNCA providing a structured time
and space for students to gather and practice mindfulness
in a variety of forms within a supportive community. This
organization aspires to be active within the campus community
as well as the broader Asheville community.

Events
Creating a Mindful Campus
An annual conference held at
UNCA with the intention of
exploring issues related to
mindfulness and contemplative
practices in education.

Mindfulness Festival
An annual one-day festival that is entirely
student organized featuring music, art,
workshops, and speakers centered on
themes of mindfulness and community.

Daily student-led yoga classes
Student Fitness
Instructors from
Campus Recreation
teach multiple
yoga classes every day.

Weekly slackline classes
Campus Recreation at UNCA provides
slacklines that students are able to
rent out, as well as a weekly
slackline class in the indoor courts.

Use of contemplative practices in class
A growing number of faculty at UNCA are beginning to use
contemplative practices in their classes. This exposes a great
number of students to mindfulness who otherwise may have
never known anything about it. The practices that are
introduced can be transformative, even in very subtle ways.

